
Anne used to stay more up to date with politics 
and elections but, over the years, growing 
partisanship and her busy work schedule, as an 
echo technician, have driven her away.



Anne hears about the election on the radio and on 
her Facebook feed but she just wants the facts so 
she can quickly make informed decisions.



The constant fighting and dramatized debates 
make choosing the right  candidate confusing and 
time consuming.



Wanting to help her mom get involved in the 
election process and avoid fake news, Anne’s 
daughter downloads Voter on her mom’s phone.



Anne opens up Voter for the first time before bed. She 
remembers her daughter saying it helps plan out your election 
ballot efficiently, providing all the info you need in one app. 
She begins signing up, entering her zip code so Voter can find 
which races she will be voting in.



She selects the five political issues most important 
to her and answers more detailed belief questions 
in the Political Leanings Inventory. Her choices will 
match her with similar minded candidates.



After creating her profile, she scans through all the 
federal, state, and local races she will be voting for 
and takes note of the candidates.



Anne asks her daughter to help her figure out how to 
compare the candidates in each race. She starts by 
looking at the top priorities of each candidate. She 
swipes left on the side bar for full screen mode.



She notices that each candidate has a different 
percent match score for each issue she scrolls 
through. This helps determine at a glance which 
candidates agree the most with her on each issue.



Voter provides Anne with the reminders and guidance she needs to register 
to vote. She even has the opportunity to brush up on her history of the 
electoral college with a swipe-through education module!



Anne finalizes her ballot and shares it with her 
daughter through text. They debate and listen to each 
other’s opinions, citing the research they did via Voter.



Anne continues to read/watch what candidates 
are saying about the election topics most 
important to her, especially healthcare. These 
issue-specific election update stories are 
conveniently accessible via her Voter homepage.



With a ballot prepared of researched choices, 
election day goes smoothly. Anne’s civic duty is 
fulfilled and her voice has been heard!


